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Abstract— For many people, driving a car is a routine activity
where people tend to go to the same places at about the
same time of day or day of week. We propose a learning
system – based on dynamic neural fields– that allows cognitive
vehicles/cars to acquire sequential information about driver
destinations and corresponding time properties. Important,
the learning system allows to memorize long sequences, to
deal with different temporal scales, and the destinations do
not need to be fixed in advance. Learning occurs implicitly
and is a continuous process. Memory recall allows the car
to predict driver destination intention, when she/he intends to
arrive/leave, and for how long intends to stay at a destination.
Such personalized information can be used to plan the next
trip.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Many studies report that human mobility is characterized
by a high degree of regularity [1], [2], a significant tendency
to spend most of the time in a few locations [3] and a
tendency to visit specific destinations at specific times [4],
[5]. For example, for many drivers, weekdays consist of
leaving home in the morning, driving to children’s school,
work, again to children’s school and returning home in the
evening. A person’s daily routines are typically coupled with
routines across other temporal scales, such as going to the
gym or the church, at specific days of the week.
Several different approaches, must of them statistical
models [6], [7], have been proposed for predicting the next
location in human mobility, in which a big data is necessary.
Traditional Markov models work well for specific set of
behaviors but have difficulty incorporating temporal patterns
across different timescales [8] and destinations need to be
fixed in advance.
Here, we propose a dynamic neural model for learning
information about the sequence of places and timing on the
habits of individual drivers. The fundamental assumption
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is that driving is mostly routine, and memory recall of
the past sequences (of destinations) with time information
can be used to predict what is the driver intent. Learning
occurs implicitly – driver does not need to be asked for
his/her destinations – and is a continuous process modeled
in the form of coupled dynamic neural fields (DNFs). The
theoretical framework of DNFs has been proven to provide
key processing mechanisms to implement working memory,
prediction, and decision making in cognitive systems (e.g.
[9], [10]), including the learning of sequential tasks ([12],
[13], [14]).
In this study, the central idea is to explore learning
mechanisms able to learn not only the sequence of driver
destinations but also time properties, e.g. (i) when to be at a
destination, (ii) when to leave. Memory recall allows the car
to predict driver destination intention, when she/he intends
to arrive, and for how long intends to stay there.
II. T HE APPROACH
The approach presented in this paper is based on previous
work on memory mechanisms for order and time interval
of sequential processes [11], [13], [15] based on Dynamic
Neural Fields (DNFs) [16], [17]. The central idea of dynamic
field models is that relevant information is expressed by
supra-threshold bumps of neural activity where each bump
represents a specific parameter value. Input from external
sources, such as information from a sensor, causes activation in the corresponding population that remains active
with no further external input due to recurrent excitatory
and inhibitory interactions within the populations. Those
interactions are able to hold an auto-sustained multi-bump
patterns. We assume that the vehicle GPS coordinates and
the information whether the car is turning on or off are
available. We consider as input the GPS coordinates (latitude
and longitude) when the vehicle is turning off or on, which
represent the GPS coordinates of a destination at the time
the driver arrives or departs, respectively. Figure 1 illustrates
an overview of the model architecture consisting of several
interconnected neural fields assuming as input the GPS
coordinates when the car departs or arrives. For concreteness,
we assume the case of “arrive signals” to describe the model.
The 2D field and the four 1D fields on top of the
figure implement the encoding and memorizing of the GPS
coordinates (latitude and longitude) of the places where the
driver was and the relative timing between the moments in

which the driver arrived at those places. At the moment
the driver turns off the car a specific GPS coordinates
trigger the evolution of a bump in the input encode ON/OFF
field uION/OFF . This activity is projected to corresponding
neurons in two 1D fields: latitude perception field uPlat
and longitude perception field uPlong resulting in a localized bump in each of these fields. Each of these bumps
triggers through excitatory connections the evolution of a
self-sustained activity pattern at the corresponding site in
latitude sequence memory field uSMlat and longitude sequence
memory field uSMlong , respectively. Inhibitory feedback from
uSMlat to uPlat (from uSMlong to uPlong ) destabilizes the existing
bump in the perception field. This ensures that newly arrived
localized input to uPlat (uPlong ) will automatically drive the
evolution of a bump at a different field location even if
the specific cue value is repeated during the course of the
sequence. The series of GPS coordinates at the moments
when the car was turned off creates a multi-bump pattern in
uSMlat and in uSMlong that stores the last sequence of visited
places with a strength of activation decreasing from bump to
bump as a function of elapsed time since sequence onset.
To guarantee the memory of successive routines for the
same period of time, a dynamic building of a long term
memory in uLMlat (uLMlong ) is generated through excitatory
connection from in uSMlat ( uSMlong ). Multi-bump pattern of
uSMlat (uSMlong ) is projected via excitatory connections in uPlat
(uPlong ) ensuring the robustness of the encoding process in the
face of noisy and potentially incomplete sensory information.
The resulting preshaping in uPlat (uPlong ) based on prior
experience modulates perception thresholds and speeds up
the processing of inputs.
When prediction are needed, the sequence recall mechanism is activated. During the recall the four 1D fields and the
2D field on bottom of Figure 1 became active. The latitude
decision field uDlat (uDlong ) receives the multi-bump pattern
of uLMlat (uLMlong ) as subthreshold input. By a continuous
increase of the baseline activity in uDlat (uDlong ), all subpopulations are brought closer to the threshold for the evolution
of self-stabilized bumps. When the currently most active
population reaches this threshold, the corresponding output
in uR is triggered. At the same time, the excitatory-inhibitory
connections between associated populations in uDlat (uDlong )
and latitude working memory field uW Mlat (uW Mlong ) guarantee that the suprathreshold activity representing the latest
sequence event becomes first stored in working memory field
and subsequently suppressed. The global initial value of h in
uDlat (uDlong ) is proportional to the sequence duration (e.g.
24 hours) minus the time early (e.g. 10 minutes) in which
arrive time to or depart time from a specific place should be
predicted.
The population dynamics in each memory field is governed by the an integro-differential equation, which describes
the activation of interconnected neurons along a one or two
dimensional domain [18]:
Z

∂ u(r,t)
= −u(r,t) + S(r,t) + h + w(r, r0 ) f u(r0 ,t) dr
τ
∂t
Ω
(1)

where u(r,t) represents the activity at time t at position r on
the domain Ω as a subset of Rd with d = 1 or d = 2. The
constant τ > 0 defines the time scale of the field dynamics.
The function S(r,t) represents the time-dependent, localized
input to the field. The global inhibition, h < 0 defines the
baseline level of activation to which field excitation decays without external stimulation. The connectivity function
w(r, r0 ) models how a population of neurons at position r
in the field interacts with a population at position r0 . For
the fields on which only one bump at a time should evolve
(e.g. uPlat , uD ), we use a standard kernel of lateral inhibition
type [18]. To enable multi-bump solutions in the fields (e.g.
uPlat , uD ) we assume a kernel with oscillatory rather than
monotonic decay [16], [17]:
w(r) = Aw e−br (b sin (αr) + cos (αr))
(2)
p
where r = |x| for 1D and r = x2 + y2 for 2D, the parameters
Aw > 0, b > 0 and α > 0 control the amplitude, the rate at
which the oscillations in w decay with distance, and the zero
crossings of w, respectively. The firing function f is taken
as the Heaviside step function with threshold 0.
A. Memory of interval timing between the destinations
To establish a stable activation gradient in the sequence
memory fields we consider the following state-dependent
dynamics [11], [13], [14]:
∂ h(x,t)
= (1 − f (u(x,t))) (−h(x,t) + h0 ) + k f (u(x,t))
∂t
(3)
where h0 defines the level to which h relaxes without
suprathreshold activity at position x and k > 0 measures the
growth rate when it is present. The adaptation of the resting
level h is performed locally at field sites with suprathreshold
activity. The memory of interval timing between the places
in which the car arrives or departs is memorized in the peak
amplitudes. Considering as input the GPS coordinates of a
place at the moment in which the car is turned off, the difference between two successive peak amplitudes represents
the interval timing between two successive places that the
car was parked.
τh

B. Memory of time spent in each destination
To create a memory of time duration in each place a 2D
dynamic neural field is used. During recall this field receives
as input the corresponding localized activation from output
recall OFF and a representation of the time duration spent in
each place is obtained by applying the following dynamics
for h:

∂ h(x, y,t)
τh
= 1 − f (uROFF (x,y,t) ) (−h(x, y,t) + h)+
∂t
k f (uROFF (x, y,t))(1 − f (uRON (x, y,t)))
(4)
The h value increases locally as a function of elapsed
time only in the presence of activation in uROFF and when
simultaneously corresponding subpopulation in uRON is not
activated (see Figure 2). Having a field with information
about the time spent in each place will be useful, for example,
to predict the time the car will stay in a specific destination.
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Fig. 1. Schematic view of the model architecture with several interconnected neural fields implementing sequence learning, memory and sequence recall
for the depart/arrive signals (GPS coordinates when the car arrives or departs at destination as input). For details see the text.
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Fig. 2. Left: snapshot of activation of a bump in output recall fields uROFF and uRON . Right: snapshot of a stable activation pattern corresponding to the
duration time in each place already recalled.

III. R ESULTS
As an example, we consider a day driver routine: depart
from home to take the kids to school, next go to work,
go to the restaurant have a lunch, come back to work and
at the evening go to pick up the children from school,
take them to the gym and finally come back to home.
To simulate this example we assume as input a real GPS
coordinates of a Portuguese city (Guimarães) at a realistic
time. Figure 1 (A) illustrate the sequence memory of where
and when the car departs. The GPS coordinates memorized
are represented with letter P symbol. The closer points (less
than 400 meters in this case) represent the same place. The
map illustrates the memory of five different places (Home,

School, Work, Restaurant and Gym) in which two places
(School and Work) were visited by the driver twice. Stable
activation patterns corresponding to memory of the GPS
coordinates (latitude and longitude) sequence are represented
in two 1D fields where the bump amplitudes reflect the order
of places where the car departed from and relative timing
between them. Figure 1 (B) shows the representation in a
2D field of the time duration that the car was parked in each
place during a day (from 0:00 to 24:00). Each P symbol
on the map corresponds to a bump in the 2D field, and
the amplitude represents the duration in each location. The
higher amplitudes represent the places in which the car was
parked for a longer time (i.e. work and home).
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Fig. 3. (A) Part of Guimarães map in Portugal generated from Google Maps showing a sequence memory of the GPS coordinates of where the car
departed during a day. The GPS coordinates represented in the bump centers are marked with letter P symbol. The closer points represent the same place.
The seven marks are in five different places (Home, School, Work, Restaurant and Gym) in which two places have two marks. (B) Representation of time
duration in each visited place.

IV. C ONCLUSION
We have presented an approach to learn ordinal and temporal aspects of driver routines using the theoretical framework
of dynamic neural fields. The learning is implicit, continuous
and can be scaled to different temporal scales. The model can
be instantiated for each day of the weak, and hence different
routines can be learned. There are several possible uses for
such learning memories. In terms of navigation systems,
smarter route selection/recommendation could be provided
through the integration of these memories with other factors
such as traffic conditions without requiring input from the
driver. The car could predict the next destination and the
desired time of arrival and alert the driver if she is getting
late to come to the car. Predicting the next departure time
could be used for preparing in advance the cockpit’s comfort
– e.g. demist/defrost the windows and pleasant temperature
– sometime before the driver (and occupants) enter the
car. Future work concerns implementing and testing this
learning system in real driving scenarios, in the scope of the
joint project UMinho and Bosch – “Easy Ride:Experience is
everything” (ref POCI-01-0247-FEDER-03933).
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